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OPPORTUNITIES IN BUSINESS JETSOPPORTUNITIES IN BUSINESS JETS
23 March 2022

Corinthia Hotel - St Georges Bay St Julian's, Malta

The Opportunities in Business Jets annual conference brings together thought leaders from across the globe for a

programme of panels, roundtables and keynote presentations; complimented by refreshment breaks, a networking

lunch and cocktail party. 

 

Delegates will discuss a range of subject matters including:

 

• Owners and their proxies: What are your clients and their closest advisors saying?

• Technology: What are the challenges and how is the business aviation industry reacting to these?

• Maintenance programmes: Mitigating risks in a challenging environment

• Buying & Financing your plane: Tips from the experts

• Can t̀ get the staff?: Tackling the talent shortage

• Business aircraft interiors: Selecting the right interior from the get-go

• The environment: What is the sustainable future for business aviation?



24 March 2022
Corinthia Hotel - St Georges Bay St Julian's, Malta

The Opportunities in Superyachts Conference, held annually in March, brings together an international audience

of superyacht industry leaders. 

 

The event offers delegates the opportunity to network with fellow maritime professionals amidst a full programme

of panel discussions, roundtables and keynote presentations, as well as a Cocktail Party, Networking Lunch and

various refreshment breaks.

 

This year’s programme will discuss topics including The Future for the Superyacht Industry; Sustainability; Hot

Destinations; Family Offices; Digitalisation; AI and Cybersecurity; Crew Recruitment; Taxing Questions and The

Post COVID World.

www.quaynote.com/conference/9th-annual-opportunities-in-superyachts  

OPPORTUNITIES IN SUPERYACHTSOPPORTUNITIES IN SUPERYACHTS



MARE SUMMITMARE SUMMIT
4 - 5 May 2022

Malta Fairs and Conventions Centre - Malta

www.maresummit.com

MARE Summit is an international conference that gathers property and real estate experts from across the globe to

share insights about the European and local market. 

 

Featuring two days of curated content, it provides insights into Europe and Malta’s future economy, the

challenges and opportunities, technology’s disruption of the sector, architecture and building environments.

 

The hybrid event will see a wide range of delegates including investors, developers, real estate agencies, architects

and designers, consultants and services providers, participate in a range of panel discussions, interviews , keynote

speeches and breakout sessions. 



KPMG MALTA E-GAMING SUMMITKPMG MALTA E-GAMING SUMMIT
24 May 2022

Venue to be announced - Malta

www.kpmgesummit.com.mt

The KPMG Malta Gaming Summit is an exclusive, full day C-suite conference for the iGaming industry. 

 

Attracting over 400 c-level delegates to Malta each year, it brings together a host of leading keynote speakers and

industry decision makers to discuss the latest trends and happenings within iGaming and beyond. 

 

The 2022 event is set to form part of Malta’s Spring iGaming Week 2022, which will also include the CasinoBeats

Summit and the CasinoBeats Game Developer Awards. 



MALTA MARITIME SUMMITMALTA MARITIME SUMMIT
 3 - 7 October 2022

St. Lucia Street, Valletta - Malta

www.maltamaritimesummit.com

The flagship maritime event is returning for 2022 and will host a range of prominent and influential maritime

stakeholders as they debate and discuss the concerns and challenges facing the maritime sector.  

 

The event is set to cleave to its successful model but will also see the launch of Malta's maritime industry awards,

which intend to be held every two years during the course of the summit. 

 

The summit will yet again drop anchor in Malta’s capital city of Valletta.



MALTA AVIATION CONFERENCE AND EXPOMALTA AVIATION CONFERENCE AND EXPO
5 October 2022

The Westin Dragonara Resort - Malta

www.mace.aero

The Malta Aviation Conference and Expo (MACE) has become recognised as one of the top European events in the

aviation calendar.

 

Spread over three days in October, MACE will once again host a myriad of industry experts who will be able to

participate in live panel debates, meet with suppliers and network with fellow aviation professionals.

 

The event focuses on the sustainability of the aviation industry and discusses the latest trends and innovations in

the sector, and challenges the industry to ‘Fly Higher Together’ by supporting air mobility through innovation

and collaboration. 



SIGMA EUROPE MALTASIGMA EUROPE MALTA
14 - 18 November 2022

www.sigma.world/europe

Malta Fairs and Conventions Centre - Malta

With Europe being one of the premier economic regions, Sigma Europe will unite market titans amongst the

affiliates, operators and suppliers of the Gaming industry, offering opportunities galore to both investors and

entrepreneurs seeking to shape the future of this multi-billion dollar industry.

 

The world’s largest conference of its kind, almost 50% of its attendees are C-level or decision-makers and include

representatives from operators, suppliers, affiliates, start-ups, investors and more. 

 

Returning to its roots in November, the SiGMA Group is planning to draw industry leaders from across the globe

to the sunny isles of the Maltese archipelago for a week of networking, workshops and brainstorming, receptions

and parties.



AI & BLOCKCHAIN SUMMITAI & BLOCKCHAIN SUMMIT
14 - 18 November 2022

www.aibc.world/europe

Malta Fairs and Conventions Centre - Malta

With Malta being amongst the first states to regulate cryptocurrencies and DLT, it has always strived to be

amongst the first to innovate when it comes to emerging technology.

 

With the new regulations being premiered first and foremost at AIBC Europe, Malta aims to be a pillar in the

technological development of the region by uniting tech-leaders, regulators, investors and entrepreneurs from

across the world to discuss, share ideas, make partnerships and build the foundation for the industry of

tomorrow.

 

AIBC Europe offers delegates the ideal opportunity to draw on the experiences and insights of experts, thought

leaders and industry pioneers from across the globe over 3 days of panel discussions, keynote speeches,

workshops, fireside chats and casual networking events.
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